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H E R E seem to be two insurgent movements current n o w among historians. O n e
of them represented by Messrs. Beard,
T u r n e r , James Harvey Robinson, and of course
many others, is perhaps in a fair way to win the
field, perhaps might be called "sociological history,"
or perhaps that is not the proper phrase. At any
rate it is insurgent against the theorv that histor}'
is nothing but past politics and the doings of conspicuous persons.
Professor Beard looks to economics for the sources of the Constitution as well
as of the subsequent growth of democracy. T h e
most important work on Roman history to appear
within recent months is, I suppose, Professor
Rostovtzeif's "Social and Economic History of the
Roman Empire." T o Professor T u r n e r the great
protagonists of American history are not Washington and Lincoln but the Continent and the
Frontier. T o Professor Robinson history, in the
larger sense, is "the vague and comprehensive
science of past human affairs;" but for all general
histories, or for general readers (especially for
school text books and popular compendiums) one
must select; his quarrel with the old or conventional
history is that it selects the wrong thino; and leaves
out the really vital and significant.
It gives too
much attention to military matters and the trifling
details of dynasties. " M a n is more than a warrior
or subject or princely ruler; the state is by no means
his sole interest." Moreover it is sensational; it
selects only the extraordinary episodes and prodigious occurrences, the picturesque anti the lurid; it
omits the normal.
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T h e other movement is a protest against the
doctrine that the whole duty of the historian is
to dig up facts. Without minimizing the value
of original documents, or the work done bv the
reigning school of historical research, or subscribing
altogether to such doctrines as that "history is
philosophv teaching by example," this protest would
maintain that—whether history can in anv proper
sense be called a science or not—the writing of
history is an art, and the better rather than the
worse for having a purpose and a point of view.
T h e American Historical Association some time
since appointed a committee to report on the question why history, which was once almost the favorite
reading of educated men, has ceased to be so; and
a small volume has lately appeared entitled " t h e
Writing of History," containing essays on the question by members of that Committee, namelv, Messrs.
Jusserand, Abbott, Colby, and Bassett, the burden
of which is that it is because histor}' is no longer
(or seldom), but ought to be (at least some of
it), written as literature. Professor Black, in the
volume before us answers the question, rather more
substantially, to the same general effect.
Research
is not the whole thing. W h e n a historian appears
who can write with as much power and form as
Voltaire, Hume, Gibbon, or Macaula\', he will be
read.
T h e query that arises here is whether these two
insurgent doctrines are not likely sometime to clash
with each other.
Professor Robinson maintains
that institutions can be made interesting, and of
course they can be. T o many readers they are in
themselves. But one may doubt whether they are
naturally, to most readers, as interesting as f)ersons;
whether Professor Robinson's proposal to discard
the picturesque and prodigious in favor of the
normal is not likely to make history less read rather
than more; whether the man who wants history
to be a literature or an art, and the man who wants
it to deal with economics, mass movements, and the
shift of custom—whether these t w o can agree with
one another any better than with the predecessors
against whose methods each has respectively rebelled.
I t is true that one school criticizes the
substance of histor}' as it has been selected, and the
other the form as it has been written. Still it
would be safer to hope for harmony than to
prophesy it.
Professor Black reviews the work of Voltaire,
Hume, Robertson, and Gibbon.
H e notes the
surprising accuracy of Voltaire, the erudition behind
that flickering and flashing p e n ; how the bias of

H'jnie grew out of his philosophy; how the theor}'
ot tile unchangeable uniformity of human nature
makes interpretations of character inadequate, makes
iiistory a repeating decimal, and vitiates both Hume's
and Voltaire's conception of the past.
Robert;on
has
mme of Voltaire's brilliance, or Hume's philosophic depth,
or Gibbon's incisive learning; he is often ponderous, prolix,
and sententious. His purity of diction is incontestable and
its very sobriety imparts dignity—but the impression he
creates depends primarily on his accuracy and general
truthfulness.

Professor Black is no panegyrist of these eighteenth century historians.
He is severely critical
of Hume, and points to the flaws of even Gibbon's
magnificent style. But he has in some sense exemplified, as well as advised, that history may be well
written as well as well founded, by these studies of
four men, who, writing history better than it had
been written for fifteen years and better than it has
usually been written since, enjoyed a kind of vogue
to which modern historians are not accustomed.
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R O F E S S O R B O W M A N finds that there
are five aspects of critical attitude about
which there is considerable controversy in
the United States at present. They a r e : "disagreement over the place of nationalit}' and tradition,"
the purpose of criticism, the moral aspect of literature, the exact meaninir of realism, and the matter
of beauty of form. About these five points most
of the essays collected in this anthology revolve.
All of the essays are familiar, but it is significant
that reading the volume is not a task, for all of
the points reall}' live.
O f course no one will ever formulate a universallv acceptable solution to any of these problems.
Indeed, one of the things that makes criticism
interesting is the fact that almost any wellreasoned position is defensible. There are minds
that canncjt admit this patent fact, and they are
the minds that ardently defend one particular position, and denigrate all others. This leads to some
wonderfully interesting writing, but I doubt that
it advances the writers' causes very much, or hinders the other fellow's.
Criticism, perhaps fortunately, is not an exact science. I often wonder
whether I am right in thinking that nine-tenths
of the consuming interest the active mind has in
criticism would not evaporate if literature became
:is exact as, say, mathematics.
T o be sure the sciences are going to contribute
much to tlie development of a relatively more
scientific literary criticism, and in this movement the
writings of I. A. Richards are of prime importance.
As I understand it, too, one of the prime interests
ot M . Paul Valcry is to investigate the possibilities
of a science of literature, a development of his interest in the science of mind. I f criticism does
become an exact science it will come through its
absorption !)y psychology and sociology.
Even so the science of criticism would not encompass the whole field of criticism. A t best it
yvill be able only to deal with such problems as
the genesis of art, the psychology of the artistic
personality, the mechanism of expression, the emotional \'alue of words and phrases (investigated
in Richard's " M e a n i n g of M e a n i n g " ) , and related
topics. T h e r e would still remain the whole question of one's attitude toward life. And on philosophy or Weltanschauung, there is little prospect of
universal agreement. T h e dominant critics of the
day, for instance, are preaching the necessity for
release. T h e y want expression; they identify repression with disease. But the older critics combat
that very thing and we find Irving Babbitt saying
flatly that "civilization, at bottom, rests on the
recognition of the fact that man shows his true
liberty by resisting impulse, and not by yielding to
it, that he grows in the perfection proper to his
own nature not by throwing off but by taking on
limitations."
T h i s is very pleasant and reass
if all the rest of the world is reduo
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by science there will still be a chance to beguile
one's mind with perhaps futile and irrelevant but
nevertheless entertaining speculation.
On!}' of
course it gives one cause to remember that even
one's attitude will eventually be explained in terms
of hormones, or unconscious mind, or something.
T h e r e will be no escaping science. T h e world
will be thoroughly comprehended — and dull.
Nevertheless my allegiance to science does not
waver.
But if criticism falls victim to the dead hand of
exact mechanistic science there is no danger that
book reviewing will. Book reviewers as creatures
of whimsy and perversity will hold out longer than
the critics. I mean by and large. T o be sure a
pioneering writer is apt to get good book reviews
long before he wins to the position of having a
good critical essay written about him. But book
reviewers are not ordinarily very learned writers.
Book reviews are pretty much trash.
If proof be needed turn to Professor Smith's
"Current Reviews." I t is a dismal and disappointing book. A good many important writers are
represented in the volume, but still book reviewing
is obviously not in the best of hands. I don't think
there is one important and interesting review in
the collection that was not written by a man better
known in some other field. A professional book
reviewer is nine times out of ten a hack.
It is just that circumstance that makes book r e viewing so depressing. Comment on a book is only
interesting when the man who wrote the comment
is interesting, and who ever heard of an interesting
hack? I n these days one could write book reviews
for twenty years and at the end of that time, be
in a worse condition, intellectually, than when one
started. And most book reviewers who remain at
the occupation don't start with much.
Book reviewing is usually done hurriedly and
consequently superficially.
Journalists are peculiarly adapted to it. Critics are not. W h e n the
two types meet in one personality we get some
interesting results.
When the man behind the
review is interesting, so is the review. T o o often
there is no man behind the review.
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H E S E three volumes portray Chekhov as
a man, as a writer, as a thinker, and as a
citizen. " A h , what a beautiful, magnificent m a n ; modest and quite like a girl! And he
walks like a girl.
He is simply w o n d e r f u l ! "
These words of L e o Tolstoy about Chekhov grasp
the essential characteristics of Chekhov as a man.
Honest with himself and other m e n ; modest and
bashful, like a girl; human in the best sense of the
word; free from any hypocrisy, with a wonderfully
balanced integrity of personality, Chekhov represents the best type of the Russian intelligentsia or
the Educated M e n , as he himself styles the group
of the real intellectuals (see his remarkable letter
" W h o Are the Educated M e n and W h a t Are
T h e i r Characteristics.?"). Chekhov's letters and the
reminiscences of him by Tolstoy, Bunin, Kuprin,
Gorky, Andreyiev, Stanislavsky, and others, given
in these volumes, tmanimously stress these traits
of Chekhov's personality and depict to us a genuine
intellectual at his very best.
T o the understanding of Chekhov as a writer his
letters are an indispensable source. T h e y better
than any critical essay about him show the
technique, the purposes, the characteristics, and the
nature of his writing. Many of the letters can
properly be styled the best essays in " H o w to W r i t e
a Short Story." Chekhov is a realist far excellence.
Being such, he is an objectivist to such a degree that
I am tempted to style him one of the most prominent representatives of a genuine behaviorism in
literature and story writing. As to the technique
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of Chekhov's writing, there is no need to repeat
that it is perfect. He says himself:
Any story will be a, work of art only on the following
conditions: ( i ) Absence of longf word eruptions of a
politico-socio-economic character; (2) thorouijh objectivity;
(3) truthfulness in descriptions of characters and objects;
(4) a twofold conciseness; (5) courage and originality
(avoid cliches) ; (6) sincerity. In my opinion descriptions
of Nature should be very brief. Commonplaces like: " T h e
setting sun, bathing in the waves of the darkening sea,
flooded with purple and gold," etc. . . . "The swallows,
flying over the surface of the water, chirped merrily"—•
such commonplaces should be done away with. In descriptions of Nature one has to snatch at small details, grouping
them in such a manner that after reading them one can
obtain the picture on closing one's eyes. For instance, you
will get a moonlight night if you write that on the dam
of the mill a fragment of broken bottle flashed like a small
bright star, and there rolled by, like a ball, the black
shadow of dog, or a wolf, and so on. The same, too, in
the sphere of psychology. God defend you from generalizations! Best of all, avoid describing the psychological
state of the characters: one should contrive that this is
clear from their actions. . . . Continuous day and night
labor is needed, constant reading, study, will. Don't give
your hands liberty when your brain is lazy. Write a storv,
shorten it, polish it. Work should be work. Don't invent
sufferings you have not experienced, and don't paint pictures
you have not seen—for a lie in a story is much moie
boring than a lie in conversation. Respect your talent.
6^
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T h e same behavioristic objectivity of Chekhov
explains why his stories are free from any sermonizing and moralizing.
""V'ou scold me for
my objectivity, calling it indifference to good and
evil, lack of ideals and ideas, and so on," he writes
to Souvorin. " W h e n I describe horse-thieves, you
would have me say: 'stealing horses is evil.' But
that has been known long since. Let the jury judge
them; my business is simply to show what they are
like . . . An artist must not be the judge of his
characters or of what they say, but only an impartial witness.
He must be as objective as a
chemist."
This, however, does not mean that a short story
must be a court or police protocol which minutely
describes an event or incident, in all its realistic
details. T h e difference between such a protocol
and an artistic masterpiece consists in that the
masterpiece is a piece of a concentrated, reality in
which all the irrelevant details are omitted while
those which are mentioned give a concentrated picture of the life itself. This explains Chekhov's
insistence that a story must be "compact," that not
a single word in it is to be mentioned without an
inner necessity.
"Everything that has no direct
relation to the story must be ruthlessly thrown away.
If in the first chapter you say that a gun hung on
the wall, in the second or third chapter it must
without fail be discharged."
T h e same is well
stressed by Chekhov in his answer to the question
what he would do, if he became rich: " I would
write the tiniest possible stories." Such was this
answer.
Hence the character of Chekhov's technique of
writing and of his stories. Each of them is a
compact drama or tragedy or comedy depicted on
some four or five pages. Tolstoy rightly said:
" H e is a strange writer; he throws words about
as though at random, and yet everything in his
writings is alive. And what great understanding!
He never has any superfluous details, every one of
them is essential or beautiful."
(,?•
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MR. A N D MRS. G O O D B E A R E
(Elegy for Mr. Goodhrarc')
you remember M r . Goodbeare, the
carpenter,
Godfearing and bearded I\-Ir. Goodbeare,
W h o worked all day
At his carpenter's trav.
Do t ou remember Mr. Goodbeare:
Mr. Goodbeare, that Golconda of <rle:iming fable,
Ei\"ed, thin groimd between orchard and stable.
Pressed thus clusc against Alfred, his rival,
— M r . Goijdbeare, who had never been av>'av.

D

O

Do you remember M r . Goodbeare,
Mr. Goodbeare who never touched a cupr
Do you remember M r . Goodbeare
W h o remembered a lot?
Mr. Goodbeare could remember
W h e n things were properly kept up:
Mr. Goodbeare could remember
T h e christening and the cominsr-of-aee:
.\Ir. Goodbeare could remember
T h e entire and roasted ox:
Mr. Goodbeare could remember
When the horses filleii the stable,
And port-wine colored ijciitr',' rode alter the
tawnv fox:
Air. Goodbeare could remember
l^he old lady in her eagle-rage.
Which knew no bounds:
Mr. Goodbeare could remember
AVhen the escaped and hungering tiger
Burnt bright in Foxton Wood
W h e n old Sir Nigel took his red-tongued clamoring hounds.
And hunted it then and there.
As a Gentleman should.
Do you remember M r . Goodbeare,
Mr. Goodbeare who never forgot:
Do vou remember Mr. Goodbeare,
T h a t wrinkled and golden apricot,
Dear, bearded, godfearing M r . Goodbeare
W h o remembered remeinbering such a lot:
O h , do you remember, do vou remember.
As / remember and deplore.
T h a t day in far away December
W h e n dear, godfearing, bearded Mr. Goodbeare
Could remember
No more.?
A Talk with Mr. Goodbeare
Mr. Goodbeare
Was constantly being put in mind of things;
, \ n \ thing would suggest anything to him.
In the manner of modern poetry.
Mr. Goodbeare was attached
T o every kind of saw,
Verbal or material.
W a s fond of all proverbs and the Bible.

(5*

" T h e Life and Letters of Anton T c h e k h a v " contains three hundred letters selected out of 1,822
Chekhov letters published in the six-volume Russian edition. T h e selection is somewhat subjective,
but all in all is satisfactory.
" T h e Letters of
Anton Tchekhov to Olga Knipper" contains his
letters to his wife. Valuable for an investigator
of Chekhov's personality, they give much less to
a o-eneral reader than " T h e Life and Letters of
o

A. Tchekhov." T h e third volume contains a very
good selection of the essays on, and reminiscences of
Chekhov by his best literary and theatrical friends,
like Leo Tolstoy, I. Bunin, Kuprin, Andreyiev,
Gorky, Stanislasky, Nemirovich-Danchenko, and
others. T h e statement of the publisher that it
contains "fascinating material hitherto unpublished" is true only insofar as English publication
is concerned. In Russian the whole material has,
of course, been published.
T h e Goethe Prize of 10,000 marks founded
by the Common Council of the poet's native city,
was presented for the first time recently in the presence of a number of invited guests to a Berlin
poet, Steppan George.

Far be it for me
As the Book has it
Mr. Goodbeare would say
T o cast the First Stone,
But those who live in Glass 'Ouses
— ' O t 'Ouses, I might say—
Should not throw stones.
(Chorus)
(Break no bones.
Makes no bones.
While if the Oak comes out before the Ash
There's going to be a Splash).
In the old days,
good old days,
real old days,
W h e n everyone knew exactly what he had to do,
W h e n a man knew his business,
And the place was kept-up,
W h e n everyone knew his own job,
And No-One
Presumed,
T h e n , I may sa)T h e Gardener
W a s only too pleased to look-in
And have a talk:
But now.
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W h a t with Goings-on-in-the
I had better not say
W h a t I know.
Mr.

and Mrs.

'Ot-'Ouses,

Goodbeare

Mr. Goodbearc's cottage was a paradise
O f polished wood and joinery,
A Heaven of varnish,
'Fhere were brackets, shelves, shields
And cupboards, with ferns traced on them
hy his artistry,
Atid even wooden vases, turned
So beautifully, and full of dried, dull grasses
Tied with dusty ribbons.
Fantastic flights of M r . Goodbeare's imagination,
Cricket-bats combined with dragons
And improbable bows and loops
Framed-in the almost legendary
Topiary of beard and whisker
— T i e d in True-lover's Knots
In which Mr. Goodbeare's friends
Had at one time extravagantly
— I f elegantly indulged.
Mrs. Goodbeare herself appeared no mean feat of
turnery,
As she creaked into the room
In her black-silk best dress.
T h e lines on her face,
O f hairy yellow wood just cut,
Had been incised, perhaps,
Bv M r . Goodbeare's verbal saw,
Just as his actual ones
Had roughly shaped her figure.
Carved from one tree-trunk.
She appeared.
Save for one golden-gleaming tooth,
A weird, wild tooth
T h a t flashed in sympathy or anger.
Mrs. Goodbeare was a diplomat
And played off Mrs. Hague 'gainst Mrs. Nutch
— Y e t sometimes I feared that Mrs. Goodbeare
T h o u g h t bearded, godfearing M r . Goodbeare
Remembered remembering
T o o much.
Mr. Goodbeare at Work
Under the shade
O f the elder-bushes,
In the speckled glade.
Where the thrush-colored toads crouch
About to spring.
Where the toad-colored thrushes
Learn to sing.
T o shake their notes
.^s do Prima-Donnas
From white, fat throats;
W h e n the tulips flaunt
Their proud bandannas.
And the cuckoos haunt
Us with mocking hosannahs.
T h e n , if you pass
Betwixt orchard and stable.
You can hear the saw shriek
From the Carpenter's table.
W i t h saw and with plane,
T h e color of rain.
He turns the old trees into shelves;
Into hives for bees
T h a t seek golden ease
In the cups of the flowers
Battered-dov\'n bv the showers.
Blue-cold as the claw
O f the plane or the saw
T h a t make for cattle a pen.
O r fashion coffins for men.

or, again,

But if M r . Goodbeare
Planes the planks, and prepares
Caskets for men's skeletons,
Alfred for this atones
And takes him unawares
Bv planting flowers
For M r . Goodbeare's dry and tired bones.
OSBERT SiTWELL.

Eugene Montfort's latest novel, "Cesar Casteldor" (Paris: C a l m a n n - L e v y ) , is a vigorous tale,
compounded of love, adventure, and mystery, that
.somehow takes on deeper meaning by its author's
infusion into it of the spirit of the life of southern
France. Its scene is laid in Marseilles, and it vividly portrays the exuberance of the busy sun-flooded
port.

